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Children are increasingly lured into “gender-aArming” hormone therapy and sex

reassignment surgeries, are never given appropriate informed consent, and they have

no idea what they’re getting themselves into. Many adults even underestimate how

diAcult and painful it will be



All it takes for a young girl to start the gender transition process to become a boy is a

letter of support from a therapist. Typically, the therapist will write a letter of support

after just one or two visits. Next, she’ll be sent to an endocrinologist who, after a

single visit, will prescribe her testosterone



Some gender transition centers don’t even require any kind of mental health

assessment, and several Planned Parenthood clinics are apparently handing out

hormone replacement therapy (HRT) prescriptions on the Srst visit



While some pro-trans advocates insist HRT is harmless and reversible once you quit

taking the hormones, this simply isn’t true. The effects of testosterone on a girl can be

both profound and permanent, and can be seen within a matter of months



The transgender movement is a stepping stone in the transhumanist agenda.

Ultimately, the goal is to get rid of Vesh and blood bodies altogether and have our

existence either within a synthetic body or as disembodied avatar in cyberspace, or

both. Turning humanity into misgendered people incapable of natural reproduction is

merely a Srst step in that direction
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In the video above, WhatsHerFace Entertainment dives into the “unspoken reality of

transgender sexual reassignment surgery and all of the pain, regret and horrors it

entails.”

Most clear-headed adults would realize that surgically and chemically altering your

anatomy from male to female, or female to male, is a complex and painful process.

The problem is that it’s typically not level-headed adults making the decision to

undergo gender reassignment. It’s primarily children who are being pushed into it, and

they have no idea what they’re getting themselves into. Many adults don’t even realize

how diAcult and painful it will be.

As reported by WhatsHerFace, all it takes for a young girl to start the gender

transition process to become a boy is a letter of support from a therapist. Typically,

the therapist will write a letter of support after just one or two visits. Next, she’ll be

sent to an endocrinologist who, after a single visit, will prescribe her testosterone.

While that’s alarmingly lax enough, some gender transition centers have cut through

even that tiny bit of red tape. Some don’t require any kind of mental health

assessment, and a number of Planned Parenthood clinics are apparently handing out

hormone replacement therapy (HRT) prescriptions on the Srst visit.

Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) Is Not Harmless

While some pro-trans advocates insist that HRT is harmless and completely

reversible once you quit taking the hormones, this simply isn’t true.  As reported by

WhatsHerFace, the effects of testosterone on a girl can be both profound and

permanent and can be seen within a matter of months. Effects of high-dose

testosterone treatment include:

Voice deepening Facial hair growth

Hair loss, receding hairline, balding Increased libido
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Sexual dysfunction Increased aggression and unpredictable

moods

Sterility Enlargement of clitoris

Vaginal atrophy

As noted by Cleveland Clinic,  many of these changes persist even if you completely

stop taking testosterone. Can a child or teenager fully comprehend what sterility

might mean to them later in life? I don’t think so. I also don’t think they can

comprehend how other physical and emotional changes might affect them, such as

going bald.

Other types of hormone therapy include puberty blockers, which are given to children

who have not yet entered puberty. These drugs delay the onset of sex characteristics

associated with the gender you were at birth.

What’s particularly shocking is that the adults steering them toward gender

reassignment don’t make it a point to thoroughly inform them about the diAculties

they might face. Overall, I don’t think children and teens are capable of making the

decision to transition, and encouraging or facilitating it really ought to be illegal.

Double-Mastectomies Performed at 15

While you’re considered too immature to get a full, unrestricted driver’s license until

you’re 18, and can’t drink alcohol until you’re 21, “gender-aArming” sex hormone

therapy can begin as early as 14,  girls who think they’re boys can get a double-

mastectomy at the age of 15, and full sex reassignment surgery is available at age 17

or 18, depending on the procedure, although the World Professional Association for

Transgender Health is advocating for surgeries as early as 15.
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The Boston Children’s Hospital requires you to be 17 to undergo vaginoplasty, where a

boy’s penis, testicles and scrotum are removed and a vagina is created, and 18 to

undergo phalloplasty, the surgical construction of a penis, or metoidioplasty, where

testosterone is used to enlarge the clitoris, from which a small penis is then

constructed. Prosthetic testicles are also added in both of those cases.

Understanding Female-to-Male Reassignment Surgery

When a biological woman decides to surgically become a man, she’ll undergo

phalloplasty, which involves taking large sections of skin from her forearms and/or

thigh to fashion a penis. As you can see from the images included in WhatsHerFace’s

video, this will leave a very large unsightly scar on one or both forearms, and while the

donation site heals, there’s always a risk of infection.

Since the donation site needs to be hairless, electrolysis must Srst be performed. If

electrolysis fails and hair grows back in the donated skin, the trans male may struggle

with painful hair growth inside his urethra for the rest of his life.

Trans men who are on testosterone also face gynecological challenges, especially

vaginal dryness, and vaginal atrophy, which can be very painful. Pelvic pain and

bacterial vaginosis are other commonly reported issues.

Understanding Male-to-Female Reassignment Surgery

During vaginoplasty, which is where a biological male surgically transitions to female,

the surgeon will use skin from the patient’s scrotum to create a vaginal canal. If

additional skin grafts are needed, they’ll use skin from the sides of their abdomen.

Before the skin grafts are taken, he must undergo electrolysis on the chosen donor

sites. However, electrolysis does not always permanently eliminate hair growth,

especially not male hair growth, which tends to be more profuse, and if the hair grows
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back, the trans male can end up with hair growing in his vaginal canal.

Vaginoplasties aren’t always successful, and if they must be redone, a part of the

patient’s colon will typically be used instead. A downside of this procedure, called

colovaginoplasty, is an offensive discharge odor.

After vaginoplasty, the patient must then dilate the vagina on a daily basis. This

basically entails stretching (dilating) the vagina using a lubricated dildo to prevent it

from sealing shut. Your body basically views this new opening as a wound and will do

what it can to heal it. Trans women must do this several times a day for the rest of

their lives.

Dreams That Nightmares Are Made Of

Dilation is one of the challenges of male-to-female sex reassignment surgery (SRS)

that most people underestimate. Here’s one testimony included in WhatsHerFace’s

video.

“Three months ago, I started this ‘dream’ (nightmarish hell) that is SRS ...

Dilating is Hell, everything is sensitive or sore, my ... leg movements are,

while better than before, still pretty limited. I feel constant stinging and

burning sensations pretty much around the clock in my crotch area.

This is probably the most suicidal I’ve ever been since before I actually

transitioned. This ‘vaginal canal’ (which is actually a f***ing open wound) has

given me nothing but grievances and Jesus f*** am I tired of it.

I’ve actually been considering asking my surgeon whether or not it’s possible

to just close this pseudo-vaginal canal or just get rid of it all together. I wish

somebody had told me even just a third of what a hellride this was going to

be. But nobody did. And now I’m stuck with this nightmare.



I’m pretty much considering just stopping dilation. ‘The canal will shrink,’ so

what? Maintaining it is pretty much keeping my whole ... life prisoner of this

thing. While I didn’t like what I had before, at all, it still allowed me freedom ...

For comparison, this shit is like going from parole straight into solitary

conOnement.”

Sure, you might think, but that’s just recovery. Eventually, all will be well. Maybe,

maybe not. Here are the words of a trans female who is still struggling three years

after her vaginoplasty.

“Suicidal thoughts. Three years post-op SRS and still having discharge and

pain ... I had SRS in 2016, August ... and I’m experiencing discharge and pain

again from my neovagina after it had gone away for two years. Orgasming is

very diWcult these days and when I do I feel less than half of what I used to

feel down there.

I am normally a very strong person who doesn’t easily give up but over the

last couple of weeks I Ond myself crying myself asleep almost every night.

Wondering why I had to get this surgery.

Since the surgery I haven’t dated anyone and everyone I have been on a date

with turned me down diplomatically when I came out and discussed that I

have a neovagina. I’m not saying no one should get this surgery and I’m sure

there are people who have amazing results but far too often I hear that

people experience complications from SRS.

I Ond life very draining these days. I have to clean my vagina with isobetadine

to keep smell away and to keep the discharge at bay. I have to dilate once a

day still. I should have thought things more carefully through. I thought SRS

was a wonderful end point to a diWcult journey. It opened up a whole other

can of worms.



I could have just had anal sex and left my genitals alone and maybe have the

testicles removed. Doing something so taxing as having the tissues inverted

turned out to be such a bad idea. I wish I could just have the vagina closed up

at this point. I don’t see myself ever having sex again either way. I know I

should be grateful for having had a surgery of 22,000 CAD paid for by the

government. But I feel lied to. I feel so stupid.”

Parents Are Removed From the Equation

Consider those words, and then consider that pro-trans ideology is now being openly

taught in kindergarten through high school across the U.S. Children are being

brainwashed into thinking they can choose their own gender and that it’s as easy to

switch genders as it is to switch clothes. It’s not.

Yet, the horrors of SRS are being so well hidden that neither parents nor their trans

children understand what’s in store, both in the short and long term. While there are

cases where everything goes right and the boy or girl Snally feels “complete” after

SRS,  there seem to be far more cases where they end up even more miserable.

What’s worse, some states, like Washington, are considering laws that severely

infringe on parent’s rights to be involved in their child’s decision to transition. For

example, as reported by ZeroHedge:

“April 12 [2023], House lawmakers debated Senate Bill 5599,  which creates

an exemption for the state that grants it the right to not be required to notify

parents of minors who have left their homes because their parents wouldn’t

let them pursue gender transition medical procedures ...

Republican state Rep. Chris Corry said the bill ‘erodes parental rights in the

state of Washington.’ ‘Essentially what the bill would do would be if a child

left a parents’ home for certain medical care and went to a shelter or host

family, that shelter or host family would not be required to notify the parents
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of their child’s whereabouts,’ Corry said.

‘This is obviously a fundamental violation of parental rights and something

that’s deeply concerning for parents across Washington state.’ State Rep.

Peter Abbarno, a Republican, said the crux of the debate over the bill was

whether the state be permitted to ‘essentially hide where the child is.’

Most parents, Corry said, would ‘go to the ends of the earth to Ond their child’

if they disappeared after an argument. ‘And the fact that we have a bill that

may become law that would say, ‘we’re not going to tell you,’ was really just a

bridge too far for us,’ Corry said.

Corry told The Epoch Times that, under the bill, a disagreement between a

child and parents over the child’s desire for a medical transition constitutes

‘abuse and neglect,’ only because the parent hasn’t ‘properly aWrmed what

the child wants.’

Corry said there are already laws that protect children from abuse and

neglect in the state that require ‘solid and compelling reasons’ why children

would need to be removed from their homes. ‘What’s frustrating is even in

those cases, the parents still have a right to know where their kids are after

they’ve been removed,’ Corry said. ‘In this case, parents would have no idea.’”

Rapid-Onset Gender Dysphoria: A Social Contagion

According to the World Professional Association for Transgender Health, data from

Western countries suggest gender dysphoria is now at 8% among children,

compared to just a fraction of a percent among older adults.

Kids who question their gender but aren’t good candidates for permanent

transitioning may be as high as 1 in 5!  In the U.S., research suggests 5% of 18- to

29-year-olds identify as trans, compared to 1.6% of 30- to 49-year-olds and only 0.3%
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of those 50 and older.

How is this even possible? How is it that so many young people are suddenly gender

confused? Social pressure appears to have a lot to do with it, and that includes

pressure from adults, such as school teachers. But widespread trauma may also play

a role.

According to a 2018 transgender identity study  described in Psychology Today,

“rapid-onset gender dysphoria” (ROGD) “appears to be a novel condition that emerges

from cohort and contagion effects and novel social pressures.”

As such, its etiology and epidemiology is distinct from conventional gender dysphoria

described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM).

Remarkably, 80% of the teens identifying as transgender were girls identifying as

boys.

Not surprisingly for those of us who understand how the internet is being used to

manipulate impressionable minds, 63.5% of parents reported that shortly before their

child announced they were trans, they’d noticed a marked increase in social media

consumption. In particular, parents had noticed their child was following popular

YouTubers who discussed their transition.

Signs of Indoctrination

Among the many surprises discovered in that study, the investigator, Dr. Lisa Littman,

a behavioral scientist at Brown University, found that one of the many beliefs

espoused by these trans teens was that anyone who isn’t speciScally transgendered

is “evil,” including gays and lesbians. As reported by Psychology Today:

“Parents further reported being derogatorily called ‘breeders’ by their

children, or being routinely harassed by children who played ‘pronoun-police.’

The observation that they no longer recognized their child’s voice came up
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time and again in parental reports.

In turn, the eerie similarity between the youth's discourse and trans-positive

online content was repeatedly emphasized. Youth were described as

‘sounding scripted,’ ‘reading from a script,’ ‘wooden,’ ‘like a form letter,’

‘verbatim,’ ‘word for word,’ or ‘practically copy and paste.’”

To me, the fact that trans teens sound like carbon-copies of each other is a sign of

indoctrination. A script has been unleashed, and trans activists are repeating that

script with the aim of indoctrinating its audience. We saw the same thing happen

during COVID. Mainstream media repeated the script of the oAcial COVID narrative,

word for word, day in and day out. Repetition — that’s how you indoctrinate people.

Now, we also have the added pressures of corporations that view the trans agenda as

a cash cow (although most who have gone that route are Snding out the hard way that

trans is still a tiny minority of their customer base, and the rest are not willing to

encourage the fomentation of a mental health problem).

Even if corporate CEOs aren’t gung-ho about the trans agenda, many are lured in that

direction because they want to optimize their corporate equality index (CEI).

Is Transgenderism a Maladapted Collective Stress Response?

That said, Littman hypothesized that ROGD may be a maladaptive coping mechanism

for other underlying mental health issues or trauma. In essence, it may be a form of

maladapted collective stress response. Psychology Today wrote:

“It is clear from Littman’s study that the rise of rapid-onset gender dysphoria,

which seems to predominantly involve natal females, points to a complex

web of social pressures, changing cultural norms, and new modes of distress

and coping that warrant further investigation. For parents, educators, and

clinicians alike, caution is warranted in dealing with this growing
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phenomenon.”

Cui Bono?

So, who beneSts from this maladaptive groupthink? Primarily, that would be hospitals,

doctors and surgeons conducting gender reassignment surgeries, and, of course, Big

Pharma. The cost for a complete sex change costs, on average, $132,000, but can run

as high as $200,000 to $300,000 by the time everything is said and done.

Dr. Robert Malone  recently calculated it would cost $102 billion to transition the

current cohort of young adults (a total of 2.58 million kids, teens, and young adults

between the ages of 10 and 24) who believe they’re trans. Right now, that’s an

untapped market, and it’s quite clear the health care industry is chomping at the bit to

get it going.

At present, insurance companies do not have to cover the cost of sex reassignment

surgery, but that could soon change, as the Affordable Care Act website is actively

encouraging trans people to sue for unlawful sex discrimination.

What’s Behind the Trans Agenda?

In closing, it’s worth noting that many of the same people who attacked circumcision

and fought against body shaming are now promoting transgenderism, which seems

to be dehumanizing to the point of self-mutilation.

In the video above, self-proclaimed feminist and investigative journalist Jennifer Bilek

discusses the forces behind the trans movement and “gender-aArming medical care”

for children.

In short, it’s a stepping stone in the transhumanist agenda. Ultimately, the goal is to

get rid of Vesh and blood bodies altogether and have our existence either within a
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synthetic body or as disembodied avatar in cyberspace, or both.

Turning humanity into misgendered people incapable of natural reproduction is

merely a Srst step in that direction. Next comes the melding of man with machine and

artiScial intelligence. Over time, the Vesh and blood part of humans will be reduced

while the synthetic parts will increase.

“ They want the younger generations to get
comfortable with the transhumanist idea that gender
is fluid and based on how you feel, rather than what
you are, as well as the idea that you shouldn’t want to
reproduce, because human reproduction will be
outsourced to the tech industry.”

As explained by Bilek, the trans ideology promotes the idea that you can choose your

gender, even though that is a biological impossibility, because that’s a steppingstone

to the grander ideology that you can exist without a body altogether, in cyberspace,

where you can be whomever you want.

They want the younger generations to get comfortable with the idea that gender is

Vuid and based on how you feel, rather than what you are, as well as the idea that you

shouldn’t want to reproduce, because human reproduction will be outsourced to the

tech industry.

Over the past decade, Bilek notes, the trans argument has gone from “some people

are born in the wrong body,” to simply advocating for the right to augment yourself in

whatever way you see St, to add or strip yourself of whatever appendages you don’t

want. According to Bilek, it’s a fetish-based cult, and seemingly rational people are

buying into it, not understanding what it’s all about.



I believe the transgender movement poses a severe threat to mental, emotional and

physical health, and must be counteracted by level-headed discourse. How can

anyone say they’re concerned about children’s health and welfare while

simultaneously promoting irreversible surgeries that will pose lifelong risks to their

health and render many of them sterile?

It’s one thing to change a child’s pronouns. It’s another to cut off their breasts and

penises just because they say they feel at odds with their — for now — elected gender.

The very idea that a child should be allowed to decide with such lifelong implications

as mutilating their sex organs is incomprehensibly negligent.

And when you consider the hidden motive behind this movement, it reinforces the

anti-human, anti-humane nature of it, because children, who are our future, are being

physically and psychologically sacriSced to further an ideology that seeks to destroy

the human species and turn it into something it’s not.

Login or Join to comment on this article

 

Anicopia

What is this idiotic "the gender you were assigned at birth."? You are NOT "assigned" a gender, you ARE

a gender! And gender, or sex, is in the chromosomes of every single one of your trillions of complete

cells. It is IMPOSSIBLE TO CHANGE GENDER, and to believe otherwise is pure delusion! All someone

can do is mutilate their body and PRETEND it is different. And, by the way, when a man cuts off his

balls, he is NOT a woman, he is a EUNUCH. All those people have been lied to, they are profoundly

confused, and they need mental health treatment, not delusional surgeries!
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GoldCoaster

Not all births show distinct male or female genitalia, so this proves not all humans ARE a particular

gender. These children don't necessarily have chromosomes speciSc to what's normal for a female

or male either. In the past, these children were operated on, according to doctors' decisions,

probably with parental consent, and assigned a sex in the physical sense. Nowadays this surgery is

not performed so the child in adulthood can make their own decisions, if any, on surgery or

treatment.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

SomeMo888

What doctors went to years of medical school so they could be paid to permanently mutilate

children? These doctors can’t be human and they belong in hell with the perverted drag queens

who shove their sexuality in children’s faces. My youngest are in high school, but if they were

younger I would never allow them to be exposed to such perversion masquerading as “diversity.”

Parenting is the cure for this madness.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

grulla

Here is a somewhat related article this morning from Rockwell.

www.lewrockwell.com/2023/05/no_author/catholic-university-exposed-for-..
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rrealrose

If large corporate farms are still using a gazillion petroleum-based chemicals, several of these

known to cause gender changes in frogs, what the heck does their toxic residue do to gestating

humans? NO ONE Knows. Never tested, the EPA is totally bought by oil and gas conglomerates.

Then add directly more toxins from shots. "They" are clearly after the kids.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

brodiebrock12

No silly...its whatever the media is paid to tell you gender IS. Didn't you get the memo? :)

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

Jackaroni

I absolutely agree with you! I believe that each individual should be able to live their life as they

please, as long as they do not harm anyone else. However, if one wishes to live their life as the

opposite gender that they actually are, I do not believe that it is OK to bully or force me to partake

in their personal fantasy.
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Rosebud10000

This is beyond sick. I would wager that very few children who are lovingly supported in Nature and

community connected families feel so disturbed as to want to mutilate themselves. Kids are vulnerable

to suggestion, they are like sponges, they rely on the adults around them to model what is normal. In

my view children should not be going unaccompanied online to be exposed to this evil. What is going

on is the worst child abuse imaginable.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

NurseKaren45

Most deSnitely it is ABUSE. If we just let them be KIDS who grow up like you say, we would have

very few people who want to change their sex. Social media has RUINED this planet. It is the next

to the last nail in our coAn.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

juststeve

Yes the chemical offenders are bad enough but then add on Marketing Messaging similar to the

Tobacco Messaging directed at children and young people to convince them they need to mutilate

themselves in order to deal with the angst of maturation. Kids are sponges to be Slled with nearly

everything coming from artiScial families, artiScial manipulated information, much of it in what are

known as captured audiences micromanaging things once macro-managed, and that was bad

enough. Joe Camel? Would he/She/either or, both, be promoted as ??????
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SomeMo888

My 15yo observes that social media is 100% responsible for this epidemic. Kids are lured into

organized groups where their insecurities are soothed while gender mutilation is openly

encouraged and accepted.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

Jackaroni

When I was a kid I wanted to be a boy instead of a girl. This was not because I didn't want to be a

girl, but because I didn't like standing still while my mother curled my hair, and I didn't like wearing

dresses and having to act "lady-like" I am ever so grateful that I wasn't "transitioned". Can you

imagine every "Tom-Boy" being sexually transitioned?
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NurseKaren45

How about they let kids be kids. Climb trees. play in the dirt, have tea parties, read books, play with

dolls, play with trucks ALL WITH NO REGARD for the type of genitals found between your legs. I was a

big time tomboy who wanted to be a boy so that I could play in the dirt and not wear dresses. But now I

love being a woman. Still climb trees and play in the dirt (tomboys never die) but watch out world when

I wear a dress and heels! (The dresses no longer have that itchy lace around the neckline and that has

made all the difference!). Feel INCREDIBLY sad for all these misled kids who have had their innocence

stolen and their bodies mutilated. IT COULD HAVE BEEN ME if all this nonsense was around in the 70's.

How painful it must be to have hair growing in your urethra. How awful to dilate your surgically created

vagina several times a day FOREVER. This is TORTURE. But they hide the truth and they hide those who

regret it and want to transition back.
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GoldCoaster

My sister sounds exactly like you! She told me she wished she was a boy, like Bomba The Jungle

Boy. She was a tomboy and asked for samurai swords and star knives (plastic of course) for

presents. She did ride a motorbike, and used to stir me up for being too girly.. in her opinion. She

grew up normally, 100% heterosexual, and is a wife and mother. She told me she eventually liked

being a woman.
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SaritaSarah

GoldCoaster, your sister sounds like me. I grew up with two older brothers and no sisters. It would

make sense that I might like what society labels as typically boy stuff. I rarely wear dresses and

despise makeup and heels. My parents counseled me and said that if I were gay, they’d love me.

We didn’t really think in terms of gender but more sexual orientation back in the 70s. I am very

proud to be a woman. I love men, most particularly the one I’ve been married to for nearly 25 years.

I’m still very much a tomboy but believe me, I’m all woman.
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seaearth

Could of been me too, if it was happening in the 60's. I was climbing trees, catching frogs,

pretending I was an Indian, shooting apples off a tree with my bow and arrow, while riding my pony!

I hated dresses, Barbie dolls, make-up, and all things girlie. If you'd have asked me at nine or ten, I

would of said that I was going to grow up to be a man, not a woman. Men did all the cool stuff. Men

ran the world. You would think by 2023 we wouldn't be living with such severe sexual stereotypes,

Gender apartheid, really, but if anything it is worse now.

Go to a toy store and try to Snd a gender-neutral toy to buy a child...even the Lego comes in pink

and purple specially for girls. And children's clothing is hopelessly sexualized, both by colour and

style, with the girl's clothing being so tight and skimpy as to inhibit free play. No wonder young girls

are deciding they would rather be boys....it's the only rational choice the media gives them. Women

like me, who dig in the dirt, grow and build things, wear wool shirts and jeans....we aren't exactly

celebrated by media culture.
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Jeremiah.8

Same here. When I was 4, I used to aAx a wash cloth with safety pins to the front and back of my

underwear, get my bow, sucker arrows and feather head dress with my chest painted all over with

my mother's lipstick. I was Tonto. Next day, out came the lone ranger costume. I wore boys jeans,

boys underwear, had my mother cut my hair off, went shirtless and 'shaved' with my father every

morning. I mean, I was hard core. My parents rolled their eyes and said the the hospital must have

made a mistake! Fast forward 5 years and I had fought [ and won ] every Sght with any boy that

would dare push me around.

I tolerated the girls because one of them had Barbie's pink corvette and a Ken doll. While they were

arguing over Barbie's high heels I was driving Ken at illegal speeds in the corvette down the

sidewalk. A year earlier, at 8 years of age. I had already reached my maximum height of 5'2" and

100 pounds. At 10, puberty hit and I doubt if there was any human being that was suffering like I

was. The hatred of my body was so excruciating, I actually asked my mother if I could cut off my

breasts - seriously contemplating suicide when she said NO- and I meant it.

Well, one day, a cute boy looked at me in eyes and the switch Vipped. That was in the 60's. Looking

at what is happening now just boggles the mind. This is just so extreme, it should be obvious to

everyone that there are other dimensions at work here that are intent on pushing humanity off the

cliff. When you add the toxic soup that our poor brains are cooking in daily, hormone disrupters,

autism et al, I feel we have gone too far to be retrieved. I really do.
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Cabochon

Sexual stereotypes are imposed mainly by the role models children see around them. Mum usually

slaves in the kitchen after a long day in her full time job, then sees to the laundry and the baby care,

plus any prep for next day at work, etc etc etc. Hubbie doesn’t appear to have inherited the

housework gene and prefers on line gaming while the house fairy waves her magic wand to ensure

the bins are emptied, the bedlinen changed and the dishwasher reSlled. Women’s lib was the

biggest con since women’s suffrage when we thought we were being allowed to vote with real

political choices. Our kids always had a wide choice of toys and play opportunities both indoor and

outdoor.

There were tomboys even in my day but this didn’t seem to last beyond teenage years. Play was

mainly outdoors. Epigenetics may have a lot to do with it. My son’s Srst word was “car” and today

he is a mechanic. My two year old granddaughter loves to climb and play football but won’t go

anywhere without her tutu. We didn’t have a car and her parents don’t wear tutus so must have

been more subtle forms of conditioning going on. First time at the local swimming pool she

jumped in without fear and was surprised to come Voating up again. Sexualised, clothes obsession

symbols such as barbie dolls were and are not on the menu. There is enough of them reading the

TV news.

Today the great pastime is indoor soft play centres with gymnastics for kids of all ages where

mums and dads can supervise. Social interaction at playgroups and kindergarten are important

and a welcome development is dad and baby play groups. The most important thing is to let

children be children - such a precious, innocent time all too soon goes by. There is no need to taint

their minds with carnal knowledge. Only the perverted would think of imposing their aberrations on

those too young to judge for themselves. Seems all civilisations nearing imminent collapse engage

in moral corruption and rejecting nature.
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jam9139

This is all from the pit of hell,literally. Satan attacks whatever God says and loves. This is what happens

when God is removed from everything. People do not know they are made in His image, male and

female. Different roles, same value. These doctors who do these surgeries are no different than dr

Mengle- they are all Mengels.they should be in jail. And, any adult, whether it’s a teacher, therapist

whoever lying to these kids are just as bad. Yes, there is always been a few who had gender dysphoria,

90% would grow out of. You can’t even rent a car until you are 25 because that is when the brain is fully

developed- yet, you can have these life altering drugs and surgeries? Lord have mercy on the children
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Jeremiah.8

I would only correct your comment that they should be in jail. Swinging from a rope would be

appropriate.
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wendyb.

Gender-aArming’ is entirely misleading. It should be called Gender-confusing’.
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Pete.Smith

I call it brainwashing by the $29 billion rich Pritzker family, and Big Pharma and Tech Giants. They

are All-In for Transgender push for Big proSts $$$$$. There doesn’t seem to be a sphere of

inVuence that is untouched by Pritzker money, from early childhood education and universities to

law, medical institutions, the LGBT lobby and organizations, politics, and the military. If they were

the only ones funding the institutionalization of transgender ideology they would still be

fantastically inVuential, but they are joined by other exceedingly wealthy, inVuential white men, who

also have ties to the pharmaceutical and medical industries.

www.thestandardsc.org/jennifer-bilek/billionaires-funding-transgender-..  

nationalvanguard.org/.../the-pritzkers-and-transgenderism
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Leahoz

Wrong Wendyb, it should be called child 'ABUSE'.
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dude01

Good point mentioning the Pritzkers, Pete. I live in Illinois. Governor, JB Pritzker, is disappointing.

So is his trans relative who strongly supports this sick movement by sponsoring the building of

hospital wings for trans children recovering from their mutilating surgeries. Mankind is stooping to

new lows.
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Darwina

Funny how the US, UK and Australia are becoming a carbon copy of each other in this regard.  We now

have drag queens reading stories to young children in libraries. Why not the librarian? A stink was

kicked up in some municipalities so our premier had one come in and read childrens stories in

parliament.  I call it grooming.
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NurseKaren45

I call it grooming as well!
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GoldCoaster

I think it was to educate children in diversity and acceptance, actually. Not to groom them into

wanting to be drag queens. It would be confronting and confusing for the kids though, and not

necessary. But kids see these people all the time on TV, especially around the annual Gay Mardi

Gras festival time.
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VitaminD10

DeSnitely organized by santanists on a global scale. A special place in hell these people will see.
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rrealrose

All of you may want to get your hands (ordownload) the Agenda 2030 from the WEF - this is part

and parcel of their "agenda" for herding humans into cities where they can be better controlled. Sex

is not in their agenda, far worse is planned by Transhumanists.
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wendyb.

Drag queens reading stories to the little ones in libraries is happening in Ontario, Canada!
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Kecia

Lord have mercy!!! We will continue to homeschool our children and teach them truth and how to

counteract the lies of the wicked and the perverse. Thank you Dr. Mercola for ALWAYS being a

courageous and honest voice!
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JGW1950

Currently, human beings dump tons of gender-bending chemicals into the environment, and these

chemicals expose children to toxic substances, particularly xenoestrogens, from the moment of

conception. Norm Rosenthal in his book EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE states that female fetuses, when

exposed to fake estrogens, ironically develop masculine brains perhaps because the fake estrogens

block the real hormone. That's why DES daughters developed masculine characteristics. Is it any

wonder that so many kids don't feel comfortable with their own gender, after they've been "bent" by the

toxins in the environment? I have a number of trans friends, and their decision was not based on being

inVuenced by social media.

They knew in their hearts that they didn't feel inside like a female, although it was impossible for them

to explain it to me, since what does that mean? No amount of outside inVuence is going to make me

feel differently inside, just as none of my gay friends are going to feel straight, no matter how much

their parents push them to change. Recent research also points to stress hormones during pregnancy

affecting the sexuality of the developing baby. After the older generation has poisoned the earth, is it

any wonder that their children are paying the price?
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Longrunner

JGW1950-Does Rosenthal in his book mention possible causes for transgender males?
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Jeremiah.8

YES, Thank you for bringing this up. A little known fact: Lyme disease is a bioweapon from the Cold

War era from genetic experimentation on bacteria carried by ticks. One of the symptoms is gender

dysphoria. The Lyme literate population knows that this infection is now endemic -- going to the

brain, causing personality changes and if the victim is young ,all critical periods are inVuenced by

the compromised environment in the body. They have been at this a long time
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Jackaroni

I'm glad you posted this. Every time I have mentioned the possibility of gender bender chemicals

contributing to this gender madness, I get rolled eyes from people on both sides of this craziness. I

saw a documentary about male birds in the Great Lakes region becoming homosexual after being

exposed to certain chemical pollutants in the Great Lakes. Makes sense to me.
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billstri

Obviously, sex change therapies and surgeries are in the class of Nazi Germany medical experiments.

Main difference is the person wanting a sex change asks for the experiments be done on them and is

willing or ignores the consequences or assumes the medical industry can Sx any problem. Seems

many or most teenagers nowadays assume they have eternal life on earth and that once they get what

they want, life will be perfect. I guess the willingness of taking the government's experimental vaccines

without evidence of repeatable clinical trials done by trusted groups all over the world is now becoming

accepted practice.

It is surprising that 2/3 of the population of the US submitted to the governmental experimental

vaccines based on White House medical opinions by a tiny minority of medical professionals who

invested lots of their money in the faith people will take the vaccines without much question. If you can

get adults submitting to unproven medical experiments out of fabricated exaggerated fear, you can do

so much easier to teenagers.
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Longrunner

The article suggests gender dysphoria may be as high as 8% in young children. I previously read

somewhere in the past that amount was actually a fraction of this, especially the number of actual

indeterminate physical genitalia. And of those in particular I am curious as to what their gender

chromosomes present as. And is the seemingly increased numbers of gender dysphoria caes due to

social media inVuencing or is something else going on here such as (bear with me) multiple vaccines

given at birth and beyond that are incubated in fetal tissue which could be of different gender than the

baby/infant injected?
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jdrose199

I have seen Srsthand how the schools are pushing this crap not just teachers but the worst is coming

from the students. When a child doesn't feel they St in or are accepted they seem to rotate to where

you can be whatever you want group which is usually the gay group. There is a very small percentage

of children who grow up naturally to understand that they are really the other sex. I am so glad I grew

up in the 60's we had peace and love and a few problems that came with that but Not this mess.
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CMT367

Dr. Leonard Sax's book on the "Collapse of Parenting" points out an important cause of the trans

contagion...the unsupervised use of internet phones by children. (I refuse to call them "smart phones"

b/c the child-user has no judgment on how to use them, so the child becomes the victim.
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Almond

It is quite one thing to get plastic surgery or corrective surgery if some part of your body is injured or

"broken". It simply does not make sense to have major surgery for gender assignment. At any rate, it is

such an important life-altering decision that it should be postponed until adulthood when the individual

has a better chance of giving informed consent. I imagine there are also issue with this type of surgery

before a person has quit growing, which I understand can be well into their 20s. Gender roles are

already so widely encompassing that I do not see a need for gender reassignment surgery. Wouldn't it

be better if people just accepted themselves the way they are and lived their lives according to their

preferences?

I think part of this is a preoccupation with image rather than the substance of the individual. None of

these surgeries are easy. They are even diAcult for cancer patients who consider them to be a

necessary option for survival. No one has to conform to a gender identity role in society. In many

cultures, those on the fringe of the bell-shaped curve for sexual identity were widely respected.

However, nowadays, the problem is that there are too many people on the ends of the bell-shaped

curve who do not belong there.

This sudden increase is a serious statistical aberration in nature. -continued- I had an elderly friend

who used to advise people to try to stay healthy and avoid hospitals. She would tell them, "If you go

into a hospital with all your parts, you are going to come out missing something. because that is what

they do in hospitals--cut parts out." Perhaps it is not just about gender reassignment surgery. How

often do doctors cut other parts out when they do not have better solutions? As with many things in

life, people lack the good sense to think through and realize that some choices might be extremely

painful and life-defeating.
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Almond

-continued- I could have been considered for gender reassignment surgery when I was young. I had

no interest in playing with dolls. I found climbing trees, building forts in the woods and watching

airplanes land at the local airport to be much more interesting than learning to sew and apply

makeup. Normal healthy children should be active and curious. I did not want the Nurse Nancy toy

medical bag. I could see that the doctor's bag had a whole lot more interesting stuff in it. I could

easily recognize that men had many opportunities that women did not. (Fortunately, that is

changing, but it was not always that way.) That was simply an objective observation.

By h. s. adults Sgured there was something "wrong" with me because I was not very feminine and

still am not. I did not conform to their low expectations. They were so concerned about me that

they reprimanded me and told me I would never "catch a man" if I continued to say "intelligent

things". (I told them, I would only consider a smart man, not an insecure man I had to play dumb

for.) I was given a battery of IQ and psychological tests. I scored very low on femininity because

they asked dumb biased questions--like "Would you rather be a typist or drive a truck?" (In other

words, did I want to sit at a typewriter all day in a secretarial pool, likely at a low wage, or drive a

truck and see the country?) They Snally Sgured out that I had high intelligence which made me a

free thinker and rather unconventional.

I simply did not see the world in terms of stereotypes. All that was needed was a more stimulating

academic environment. Interestingly, I always had a full social life in h.s. and college and never

lacked for dates. Perhaps intelligent men were also bored with passive conformist women who

could never offer an original thought or show any interest in an active life. I often traveled alone

because I met more people and had more "adventures". I have no regrets for breaking the mold, but

it was not easy.
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Almond

P.S.-- Some people would have said I had gender dysphoria if they had been aware of what goes on

nowadays. However, I saw myself as an individual who happened to be a woman. I was stubborn

enough to pick and choose what I would and would not accept of stereotypes. As a result, I have

found my path in life and am still doing many of the unconventional nonconformist things I love. I

landed in the middle of a forest. I love to work with wood and raise fruit trees. I work side-by-side

with the men as my time and obligations allow. I hunt and Ssh. I still get called out of retirement,

occasionally, for patients with special needs, so it can be quite a balancing act some days. I cannot

recall the last time I wore a dress and often go to town in my work boots. No one who is important

to me thinks any less of me because of it. Although I have a lot of stress from juggling too many

moving parts in my life, I can say I truly enjoy everything I do, except housework... when it gets

backed up.
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wendyb.

My husband, according to the hospital records, had his appendix taken out “3 times”!
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jef9075

Hello Almond. I really enjoyed reading your story and glad that you have not allowed others to

deSne who you are.
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Jeremiah.8

The 80+ 'vaccines' laced with mercury, aluminum, lead, aborted baby cells, viruses, HIV etc. are the

perfect companions for the marriage made in hell. At one point in this article, I actually became

nauseated. And we thought zombies were just pulp Sction.
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pinklucygirl

I taught elementary school in the 1960's and early 70's. I never had a child with ADD, hyperactivity, or

any behavioral problems. I certainly never had a child who was gender confused. All of this is learned

behavior.
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ayn8188

The bottom line is you can't change your gender, but you can pay a surgeon to mutilate your body and

pump yourself full of hormones. The left is just playing on the psychosis of vulnerable people to further

their agenda without offering them any real physiological treatment.
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elliecats

There is no such thing as "transgender". It's a boy wearing a dress pretending to be a girl or a girl

pretending to be a boy. Period. I'll lay $1000 on the table right now that 95% of these kids were sexually

abused, so they hate their bodies.
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sch3627

I have found every lgbtq person I have ever known except one (and I don’t know her well so I could

just not know) have had some sort of trauma in their life (usually sexual) but also includes a messy

parental divorce, etc.  No one wants to discuss that though. I don’t know why.
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66stanggirl

Agreed. When my daughter graduated in 2017 from a small high school with just over 50 in her

class, there were two girls who wanted nothing to do with being female. Both of them had been

sexually abused and were in counseling. I can surely understand how a young mind would want to

dissociate with that, but they needed counseling and assurance in themselves, not permissiveness

in continuing their avoidance.
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MoMac46

This grooming of children in schools, social media, libraries, etc is Gender hell, its satanic - god help

us.
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juststeve

Huh, violence anyone? Consider going back to yesterdays lead article & once again look beyond the

OAcially sanctioned Scream Meme's. If today's mostly undiscussed information isn't violence against

individuals & society than just what does qualify as such? When violence is directed from the top down,

$#!+ rolls downhill, spreads out in many ways. Yesterday's article, today's & many other area's such as

mental illness, physical illness for that matter, gender confusion whether mental or physical, sterility,

infertility - (we don't have a lot of pills for that, but lots of expensive test tube impregnations,) autism,

these & many others involved in violence to us.

Are there really enough letters on the keyboard to list them all? Yet the root causes are verboten to

point out, to discuss, start from the same source at the basic foundations of Life, Soil, Water, Air, the

microbes & fellow lifeforms are all impacted in seriously negative ways. While Technocracy

Transhumanist pushes narratives separating, & focusing on those end results, forming Scream Memes

& Fear Porn along with a complete denial of their true intentions, & refusing to allow natural processes

to Vourish. Just as our human bodies strive to be healthy & will if given the chance, so does the natural

world, & one would expect would Societies.

Healthy Foundations of Life means Healthy Foods, means Healthy People, Means Healthy Societies.

With the current crop of Global Predator Para$ite$ inVuence & impact on all of Life, affecting all of us

on a direct level how are people supposed to function or perform? The ultimate violence & the actual

source behind so many things feeding violence throughout the Circle of Life & interfering with what

could be our actual real potentials. Instead, people out of desperation chasing false solutions down a

dead-end street to crash into one type of brick wall or another, & it is all promoted as we are supposed

to pretend it is all normal. NOT
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Guillermou

Yes, Just humanity faces a world of violence, where good customs are marginalized. Today the

image of wild and warlike prehistoric humans seems to be just a myth forged in the second half of

the 19th century. Archaeological investigations show us that collective violence actually arises

with the sedentarization of human communities and the transition from an economy that predators

nature to an economy of production. -Marylne Patou-Mathis-. A broader understanding of direct

violence includes not only “behavioral” violence, but also structural violence, which is often

unconscious.

Structural violence is the result of unfair and unequal social and economic structures and

manifests itself, for example, in poverty and deprivation of all kinds. At this point is society.

Transgender people are four times more likely than cisgender people to experience violent

victimization, including rape, sexual assault, and aggravated or simple assault, according to a new

study from the Williams Institute of the UCLA School of Law. Additionally, households with a

transgender person had higher rates of property victimization than cisgender households.

Research has shown that victimization experiences are related to low well-being, including suicidal

thoughts and attempts," said study author Ilan H. Meyer, Distinguished Senior Scholar of Public

Policy at the Williams Institute. "The results underscore the urgent need for effective policies and

interventions that consider the high rates of victimization experienced by transgender people”.

williamsinstitute.law.ucla.edu/.../ncvs-trans-press-release
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juststeve

Accurate assessments Gui, so much of what we are told It's Just Human Nature is more Predator

propaganda meant to constantly keep us in high anxiety, a level of fear. Much of entertainment is

propaganda pushing cut throat, back stabbing, all breaks into free for all zombie populations who

can't survive without the Predator$ Emperor's benevolent direction. Again, NOT
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Shepard505

Almond, I had the same you won't get a man if you don't act more dependent comments from my

mother. I told her I did not want that kind of a man. And wouldn't a man rather I wanted to be with him,

and not just needed to be supported. Happily married for decades. Chauvinistic parents with an

obvious preference for boys probably lead to many girls wanting to be boys.
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Theophilus1776

Sure sounds like a cult to me. “repeated abuse over an extended period of time. The physical abuse is

severe, sometimes including torture and killing. The sexual abuse is usually painful, humiliating,

intended as a means of gaining dominance over the victim. The psychological abuse is devastating

and involves the use of ritual indoctrination. It includes mind control techniques which convey to the

victim a profound terror of the cult membersmost victims are in a state of terror, mind control and

dissociation.”—-Psychology Today More:

www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/talking-about-trauma/201502/ritual-abu..
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brianallen1

God doesn't make mistakes. But children and adults sure do.
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Quovadisnj

God bless you for writing this truth.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

MrRiccardo

Good morning, everyone. This topic interests me, because I am trying to understand why the world has

gone crazy. Unfortunately, I had to stop watching the Srst video because the video maker emits a shrill,

annoying cry at each sentence beginning. Maybe it is because at 54 years old I am getting too old ?

Just kidding ! But I can't stand people who can't express themselves in a calm and understandable way.

So I am content to read the article. Of course, being a European, white, and heterosexual man, I feel

only pity for these sick people. Unfortunately, this minority has succeeded in imposing their insanity on

the whole world. And as usual, all trends start in the U.S. and then invade the world. I miss our long

road trips to the U.S., but now I don't know if I will still feel like going back or if, perhaps, it would be

better to keep a wonderful memory of your country. Take care.
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Lou321

The world has gone crazy....you are right... The western world.
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66stanggirl

That is for sure. I am 52 and have always lived in the Northeast in the US. Over the last ten years or

so, my husband and I are just appalled and disgusted at the things that have become the norm.

Basically, the blue states and cities (democrat run), are falling apart due to their insanity in

continuing to elect people to oAce that should not even be in charge of a goldSsh. They

continually make stupid laws, cater to deviant minorities, de-fund their police and wonder why

violent crime is rampant. Chicago is a perfect example. They just ousted their last mayor and

replaced her with one that is just as bad, if not worse.

Additionally, make no mistake that the US government is ALL about money, at any cost. It does not

care about its people, is horridly corrupt, is promoting humanity-dividing misinformation, mandated

dangerous and untested clot shots, destroyed the health care system and is poisoning the

mainstream food supply with genetically modiSed and bioengineered fake food. All we do is watch

and shake our heads while we prepare and get ready for the fallout.
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nikkicavingrace

Psychopathic killers mutilate children's genitals in their monstrous murders. People are failing to see

what this is.
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sundowerjanis

Evil at work!!

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

PathNotes

This is a prime example of the Pottenger's Cats phenomenon. Four to Sve generations of Americans

have grown up on processed foods. GMO food and the herbicides that go along with it. Xenoestrogen

contamination from the environment, such as BPA. Phytoestrogen consumption from soy-based

products. A big part of the solution is a return to animal-based ancestral human diets. And

supplemental protocols to support detox pathways of the liver.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

PathNotes

The fact remains that we all have sex chromosomes. XX for female and XY for male. People who

believe otherwise are delusional. Nature doesn't make mistakes.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

sundowerjanis

Excellent thinking; that's exactly what's going on also.  The elite cabal is behind all of this, money

being the root of all evil.
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ruskar

Nothing should be done until that person is 18 yrs old and as a adult can make their own decision. I

feel the same way about parents that pierced their children’s ears at a young age. Let them make their

own decisions on how many holes they want in their head.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

tan2582

There is only one road: go to the Psychiatrist I think it started a long time ago with GMO, corn GMO...

and a nation that grew up on it and on Corn Flakes...
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SaritaSarah

I have known a few people, all adults, who were born one sex and decided to change. This wasn’t

possible without years of therapy and a deep understanding that despite wanting to be the opposite

sex, depression is huge as they adjust. I support this. If someone really feels they’re the wrong sex, go

for it. What I don’t support is parents and schools pushing gender aArmation onto children. If kids’

frontal lobes aren’t developed enough to know right from wrong, they certainly can’t make a decision

that will impact everything they do for the rest of their lives. This should be left up to grownups to

decide about themselves but not on behalf of their kid. I feel something else. This push for AI and

transgenderism en masse is about transhumanism. It ain’t good or healthy. It’s abuse for parents and

schools to push this crap. It’s unethical for doctors to get involved, particularly before these people are

adults and their primary and secondary hormonal changes have occurred.
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Momtad

NO ONE is "assigned a gender at birth." A person genetically is a male or female from conception. (very

rarely hermaphroditism occurs)
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Piw6958

Gender Dysphoria is likely caused by the introduction of aborted fetus DNA in vaccines such as Dtap,

chickenpox, rubella, hepA, polio, smallpox and shingles. Or possibly it occurs when mercury enters the

brain. Take dysphoria, add suggestion, or brainwashing and you have seriously confused people. Don't

you think that if these same kids were counseled compassionately to understand that their confusion

was due to chemicals or DNA with assurances that with time their natural sexual preferences would

emerge,  that they would deal with their dysphoria more appropriately?
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nikkicavingrace

I read that theory elsewhere. Hope it is not true.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

Warwickian

And let's not forget plastics, really just another petrochemical. Almost everything this generation eats

or drinks comes soaked in the plastic packaging. Plastics contain two genderbending chemicals

Bisphenol A and Phthalates which discourage production of male hormones. This lamentable situation

is probably a combination of physical and social causes.
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Jeremiah.8

To Cabochon your comment: "Women’s lib was the biggest con since women’s suffrage when we

thought we were being allowed to vote with real political choices". So agree. I once heard a feminist

ranting about the misogamy in the Bible. How a woman was considered 'unclean' when she had her

period and how she was 'ostracized'. I was choking with laughter. If you read the pertinent verses, you

will discover that our poor victim stayed in her personal tent with maids attending to her every want

and couldn't care for screaming sticky toddlers, colicky babies and terminally discontent

prepubescents.

Her husband was forbidden to come in contact with her: read - no sex. Since everything you touched

was unclean as well, you could bring a lot of utensils with you and drag it out a few more days while the

'clean' folks were awashing! So let's unpack this. Wifey gets 7-10 days a month ALONE, with nothing to

do but read, sit in the sun, chat with her friends etc and it's the LAW! You know what? Call me whatever

you want. I'll take it

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

NurseKaren45

I agree! Send me to the red tent! How many women do you think started menopause and DID NOT

TELL ANYONE so that they could continue spending time with their sisters, aunts, mothers, and

cousins in this sacred, quiet place - taking a break from their responsibilities? AND I bet what we

have translated as "unclean" is in fact a different word all together and does not mean what we

think it does. So much gets lost in the translating. What was the original word? Would it have been

in Aramaic, Greek, Hebrew? Probably Aramaic.
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MaggiePearl

Any person, no matter their age, should be required to watch gender reassignment surgery in person as

it is being done. I’ll bet that horror show would change a few minds.
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imaginal110

Reading this increases my determination to point to the larger agenda behind this particular current

issue - and behind almost all current issues. It's the larger agenda that needs to be looked at. The

octopus instead of the tentacles,.
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nikkicavingrace

I read an article about a mother on her social media was putting out how she was forcing her little boy

to do this. He cried, said he didn't want to do it. She said she was so upset he might not go through

with it. She forced him. It was obscene, disturbing. How can this be allowed. She will mutilate, destroy

her little boy. Something must be done to stop this. It is a more perverse form of Munchausen

syndrome. I have a close relative who sent me a picture of her baby boy holding a children's book titled

"Pink is for Boys". She sent me a palm print in pink. I am very frightened. She has a cousin who is a ***.

She admires that wealthy side of the family. All I can do is pray. She has nearly completely estranged

herself from me because of my positions on these and other issue. So I pray for protection for this

baby boy. Little boys do not want to be girls. I remember my beautiful baby boy who people sometimes

mistook for a girl. He would heatedly say: "I am a boy!" No one coached him, he knew. They know.
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nwblacksmith

Munchausen syndrome by proxy en.wikipedia.org/.../Factitious_disorder_imposed_on_another

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

Lou321

Stupid people...let them suffer from one knife susrgery to the next or let them die their long painful

deaths. Full of pills , they deserve what they get, as for their doctors, they deserve long prison

sentenses.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

nikkicavingrace

Some parents are forcing their children.

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

steelj

Yes Nikki, kids are kids, it's not right to blame them. Even if not forced, they're simply not

developed enough to make such decisions. I feel sorry for the kids. Any anguish the parents may

suffer later is well-deserved. No sympathy for them. The medical professionals will never feel

anything, except enjoyment of the proSts from this evil. They need aggressive prosecution.
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Sherryld

I know someone who is a biochemist and a friend of hers has two biological male sons who are both

transgender. She said her friend took antidepressants during both pregnancies and she is positive her

friend’s kids transgenderism is a result of the antidepressants. Certainly makes you wonder since half

the population take them. I know someone who is a pharmacy assistant and she said she wouldn’t

have a job if it wasn’t for the dispensing of antidepressants.
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steelj

This gender dysphoria insanity clinches it. We have passed the point of no return, it's all

self-destruction from here on. No wonder the elites at the WEF, Club of Rome, Davos, whatever, think

the masses are too dumb and undeserving to have any autonomy. Isn't that being proven at "warp

speed"? I hope I'm wrong, we need to keep Sghting for our freedom and a life worth living. But a

clear-eyed assessment of our fellow citizens is dismaying, in the extreme. They seem hopelessly lost.
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pjmauigirl

This is horriSc beyond words.
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Momkastner

Just a wild thought to throw out there...... Isn't it just possible that much of this "gender confusion"

could be the result of the DNA of aborted fetuses being injected into our children in their childhood

vaccines? No one knows how the DNA of a female fetus injected into a male child (and vice versa)

could affect them. Just wondering......
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candigirltoo

"Ultimately, the goal is to get rid of Vesh and blood bodies altogether and have our existence either

within a synthetic body or as disembodied avatar in cyberspace, or both. " what? that's just crazy

talk....more like the left's attempt to kill God and take us one more step closer to communism.
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cal2514

"Gays Against Groomers" are a group currently trying to save children. With products that say "Save the

Tomboy" and "No Child is Born in the Wrong Body" they have hats, stickers and clothing. One

sweatshirt that I wear to my dog's groomer is "Groom Dogs Not Children" They are a gay organization

that speaks out against mutilation. They are actively Sghting for our children while many straight folk

don't know what to do. Since I happen to be one of those straight folk we own several sweatshirts, and

a variety of shirts, stickers and hats.
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HealingMindN

Transgenderism is a satanic agenda; it goes hand in hand with hormone disruptors + endocrine

disruptors, birth control pills, vaxxines, 5G, and grade school indoctrinations.
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cal2514

Parents used to grant permission. Does anyone know when that changed? Was it when corporations

started advertising directly to children, reducing parents to "payee" 30 or 40 years ago? It seems that

parents/adults have already become inconsequential. Now it is "Lord of the Flies" with children being

used as political pawns. There is much anger and confusion for all ages but children should not be held

responsible. Someone has sent our youth to Sght our battles and those who were unaware are losing

everything.
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Barbara Charis

What is wrong with the parents of children, who have raised them to even be open to gender

manipulation?  The children of my generation would have thought all of this was insane. I feel very sure

they would never have bought into it. It is repellent! As children, my friends were taught right from

wrong. Parents are supposed to guide their children and inVuence them. My family inVuenced me. I

wonder about the caliber of the parents of the young people who are open to this insanity. Did they fail

to provide the guidance and love these children needed to like and accept themselves? This idiocy

should not even exist. The sub-human doctors who would do this gender-manipulation need to lose

their licenses. One day they will pay dearly, but I would like to see them put out of existence now.
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oli3047

There is a war going on and children are the victims of this war. Who are the closest to God living on

this earth? Of course, it is the INNOCENTS. A young girl living in a rural Kansas town "identiSes" as a

cat. The school has to cater to this identiScation. I am sure that she is allowed to park her litter box in

the girls' restroom.  There are no words that can express what social media indoctrination has done to

fragile minds.
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Ronald_H

Preface to my following comment: {Ken Bowers (author of Hiding in Plain Sight and Beneath the Tide)

commented: “Anyone who thinks he or she can conquer evil without knowing his or her enemy is

doomed to failure on a big scale J. Edgar Hoover said, “In any struggle, it is essential to know both

what you are Sghting for and what you are Sghting against. If knowledge of the former is lacking, the

will to win will be absent. If knowledge of the latter is lacking, confusion and uncertainty will result.”}

Why are they doing this?

Why so many and increased so rapidly? What is really behind all this (and more)? We are gullible in

looking to them for reasons for their actions since we mostly don't consider it to be warfare against us.

In an actual war, would we ask the enemy to explain their strategies? (Another preface: Listen to Jessie

Kelly) They are communists and hate our Nation and us. Their religion is destruction. Some are riled to

mass shootings to serve their religion even with their own death, so it is consistent that to espouse

their own mutilation for their hidden, yet real cause while they subvert your resistance with a facade

purpose while claiming freedom (only to appeal to us as they want to take away freedoms) and you are

a bigot and hater (to appeal to our rejection of that they assume from their perspectives of self).

Of course, it's not beneath their ethics to use those with genuinely sincere mental illness or even their

own children for their clique or their perverse cause for destruction of our Nation presumably for

Luciferian Global governance which is itself transitionary.

Such perverse thinking is related to their penchant for their own perverse personal sexual "transition"

concepts without regard to realities nor consequences. I back this with the once respected poll which

was the election of Obama with voters voting to "fundamentally change the (our) United States of

America" and to be "more like the other nations of the world"(Obama quotes).
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Greebo

Children do not fully understand the consequences of this irreversible act. They only see that it is

exciting, makes them the center of attention, & is supposed to make them live happily ever after. They

are able to suspend reality enough to enjoy reading comic books for crying out loud! They still have one

foot in Magical Thinking. Their brains are physically, as well as emotionally, immature (not fully

developed! Without full capacity for full function!) & they do not have the experience, knowledge,

coping mechanisms & skills to successfully defend themselves from predators. THAT is why they are

not legally allowed to drink, smoke, drive, or sign contracts.

It is predatory & unforgivable to allow them to make a permanent decision that destroys any chance

that they can achieve a normal & fulSlling life. They are equipped to follow one pathway by millions of

years of evolution & we do not have the means to fully change that for them at this time. They need to

be older & understand the risks & that they will never be fully functional after the surgeries & may have

permanent disabilities as well as risk death. We are all being manipulated by highly sophisticated

propaganda 24/7/365 blared at us over enemy propaganda media or we would not stand for this

assault on our children for a single minute!

Imagine what your un-propagandized grandparents would say about this. These children need to be

allowed to grow up without being manipulated, brain washed, & used by these monsters. It is another

monstrous plot by the SAME monsters who brought us the Plandemic, Warming/Climate Scam,

Dominion voting, teaching Marxist Critical Race THEORY to children, Open Borders, de-funding LOCAL

police so federal troops & martial law will be required to restore the safety (of a police state), etc. Our

enemies are attacking us from within just as Sun Tzu & Alinsky suggested.
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riskybiz

It’s so bizarre how this became a trend in just a couple of years.
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sundowerjanis

Come we all know that this agenda is coming from the World Economic Forum (Klaus Schwab's mob

squad) so that they can either control and/or kill all of us "useless eaters" off.  This is the bottom line.
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nwblacksmith

The word Vivisection comes to mind Somewhere in the bowels of hell, Dr. Mengele is smiling
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mikecarmella

I have two friends that transitioned from female to male. One, a friend of my daughter’s in high school.

Lucas, new name, was always different, boyish body , very deep voice. He never St in , always felt

different. My athletic daughters , one played college volleyball, said he was the strongest girls in school

. He transitioned as an adult . The other, Mark, transitioned as an adult . Both are very happy . One thing

I know is that they’re living their life . Who am I or y’all , to attack them . How about loving them not

judging. To make this decision must be extremely diAcult because they know they will be attacked ,

mocked and viliSed. They must truly felt they needed the change . Do y’all kept attacking them , you’ve

never walked in their shoes , quite pathetic. There is so much in this article that is sickening, I’ll keep

my comment to this one point . Do y’all need content ,
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pjucla

ACOG/ ACGME part of educational program for ob/gyn residents. I am beyond embarrassed of my

specialty if I could only go back in time and choose a different specialty I would . How depressing.
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wallguy

What's HF is absolutely amazing in topic and passionate story telling. I hope one day she expands her

incredible personal dynamic more broadly. Everyone can learn a lot from her unique point of view.

Better than any TV reporter I have ever seen.
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jca652041

Why is there always this massive focus on everything sex? Have people become so focused on their

phones and “self” that they never look up and realize there’s a world out there? As a child sex never

registered on my radar ever. I was outside all day playing with my dogs, riding my horse and exploring

the countryside. I’m the same now at 63. Outside playing with my dogs, padding a kayak with sea lions

playing next to me yesterday. Sex is so far down on my list of what’s important about life. Why aren’t

these kids outside learning skills or just purely playing. When did everything sex become the focus of

kids lives? This is sick beyond belief. Parents need to step up and say NO or they’re just “pushers” like

the teachers, administrators and doctors.
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frecely

Off topic note. I got an e mail from Dr. Rashid Buttar's family. Dr. Rashid Buttar passed on May 18th.  A

hero, a Sghter is gone! RIP Dr. Buttar. Thank you for all your contribution to humanity. May our creator

stay with you forever. You are gone, but your legacy will stay with us. A while ago, I listened Dr. Buttar

statements; he got sick after an interview, where he was offered a glass of water, I do not remember if

he said that he took a sip or drank the water. After that interview he got extremely sick!
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nikkicavingrace

I think it is entirely possible they poisoned him with spike proteins to cause a death that might

undermine his message and study regarding the mnra jab. I am highly suspicious of this death.
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ElizabethHope

Can you please pray for the family and friends of Dr. Rashid A. Buttar, DO, who just passed away? He

was a doctor in North Carolina who was on the NYTimes “Disinformation Dozen” list.
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MarcyBruck

i received the email announcing this this morning. I was shocked. Condolences to Dr. Buttar's

family.
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CMT367

Marcy...I got the email from "his family" too.  HOWEVER, if you go to his website,

https://drbuttar.info/  , there's no announcement of the death. Maybe its a hack done by his

enemies who drew up the "disinfo dozen" list... Everyone on that list has ENEMIES.
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CMT367

The LIST was not created by the NYT. It was created by a dark-money funded site against "digital

hate" in the UK. Dr Mercola was also on the list.
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epi-cure

Thanks you for the bulletin. Dr. Buttar, yet another good, honorable and brave man making an early

exit on the heels of Ronnie Cummings just a few weeks ago. Does anyone have more info on his

demise?
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grulla

"epi" et al, "Does anyone have more info on his demise?" Perhaps this: Sounds like yet another

candidate for Erin Elizabeth's Health Nut News suspicious deaths of alternative doctors list over

the years. healthnutnews.com/.../holistic-doctor-deaths
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Segstar

I think this is all BS, but leeme check with CNN and MSNBC for REAL up to date info..If you don't

hear back from me well as they say no news is good news. EDIT: Yeah as suspected BS. No

information on his oAcial website.. https://www.drbuttar.info/home
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Cabochon

Well some sources seem convinced that it is true. The website Greenmedinfo today published a

moving tribute to him and a statement about the possible cause of his death. Seems incredible

considering in a recent appearance he was a robust and healthy looking individual. Mysteriously,

Buttar’s February newsletter was entitled “Assassination Contract On a Liver Doctor”. Cannot

comment on this but in the latest video he talks of Bruce Lipton’s “Biology of Belief” and the power

of weaponised fear. On the other hand, as we have seen from Dr Mercola’s inclusion in the

celebrated list of misinformation spreaders, the greatest fear of the conspiring cartels is

individuals empowered with information.

“For the record, Rashid reached out to me on Feb. 18th, and explained that only a few weeks

before, he was in the ICU for 6 days, with a diagnosis of both stroke and myocarditis, with

symptoms and biomarkers consistent with adverse effects from the mRNA jabs (which he did not

have). As you will see in the video, he believed that he was experiencing the result of shedding

(aka, "self-amplifying" properties) from the transgenic mRNA jabs.”
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rrealrose

In this recent (his last?) interview, Dr Buttar was planning an annual conference over Memorial Day

weekend: "Dr. Rashid Buttar and the Coronavirus Agenda"- - www.bitchute.com/.../stwHps1dkpxO

 - - foreboding? spiritual discussion in the midst of this inteview.
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nikkicavingrace

All doctors and scientists on the "disinformation list" need to be extremely careful. They may be

targeted for assassinations in a way that undermines their message and research.
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ACV9461

WHILE THE NEWSPAPERS, SOCIAL MEDIA AND TV SPIT OUT ALL THIS DEHUMANISING

PROPAGANDA THE CORUPTION WILL CONTINUE UNLESS WE STOP BUYING THE PAPERS AND TURN

OFF THE TV. THE TEACHERS WHO ARE SUPOSED TO EDUCATE OUR CHILDREN HAVE TAKEN ON THE

ROLE OF HELPING WITH DEHUMINISATION THEY SHOULD BE SACKED. THE GOVT ALSO NEEDS TO

BE CHANGED AS THEY ARE THE DRIVERS BEHIND ALL THIS CORRUPT MADNESS.
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TRitchie

I just read that Dr. Rashid Buttar has passed away from Sayer Ji (May 18th). He was in the ICU for six

days. Sayer said this.... "For the record, Rashid reached out to me on Feb. 18th, and explained that only

a few weeks before, he was in the ICU for 6 days, with a diagnosis of both stroke and myocarditis, with

symptoms and biomarkers consistent with adverse effects from the mRNA jabs (which he did not

have). As you will see in the video, he believed that he was experiencing the result of shedding (aka,

"self-amplifying" properties) from the transgenic mRNA jabs. " He has video here...

unite.live/.../greenmedinfo  This is a devastating loss to our health community. I hope that we can stop

more deaths from happening. There just has to be a way.
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nikkicavingrace

Oh no! Watched the video. Hope he was not poisoned with the jab juice. So sad. I limit my time

outside my home. When I go grocery shopping or to parties or functions, I feel a little ill afterwards.

I believe something is affecting me. Dr. Buttar's theory on shedding and secondary inoculation is

beginning to resonate with me because of my odd experience in public exposure.
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joeanddonna

I didn't read this article, just skimmed it, as I can't get-my-head around it. However, I do see the

transgender "movement" killing people right now and will share this parent's true story (she is someone

I know). Her 19 yr old daughter had both breasts removed after Snding the "healthcare people" during

her 18th year. She never shared with her mom that she was doing this or even that she was having

feelings about gender orientation. Two months later following the breast removal, she hung herself

from an apartment guard railing at 6am on a Saturday morning.

Posted On 05/20/2023
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Ronald_H

Here is what YOU have the ULTIMATE POWER to do about idioticy: Choose your words. Only you

control your word choices. Don't allow the enemy selection of words you speak as that is your

acceptance of their false premises and it becomes your culpability. They invent new words to describe

what doesn't exist. There is no such thing as "transgender." Use correct words.  There is mutilation. Sex

is determined by the X and Y chromosomes which remain even after mutilation. There is no such thing

as "homosexual marriage" as that is an oxymoron. They stole the word gay and perhaps with you going

along with it. We've seen the corruption brought on by acceptance of the oxymoron "Consensus

Science" as a good example of how they harmfully pretend to alter reality with false perceptions and

lies. Choose your words yourself. Don't allow the enemy to choose your words.

RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

Excellent! So true. It was Helena Blavatsky [ the Russian occultist ] that said "WWIII will be a war of

semantics"

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

Ronald_H

Jeremiah.8, Wow! Accurate! We're losing! Yet, each one of us has the power to win, and it is so

simple as I described, so everyone, share that countering method in all of your conversations. One

more example: Instead of the newly created word for what doesn't exist, instead of "Trans" call

them victims. I particularly like that one because the conversation then goes to placing blame and

describing the nature of the war and its purpose.
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Greebo

Yes. They are attempting to control what words we are allowed to us which inVuences how we are

allowed to think. They also conVate ideas & words. Calling someone TRANSgender who still

retains their ORIGINAL genitalia, allows them to tricks people into thinking it is OK to allow them

into womens' private areas. That is a cross dresser who may also desire to be treated as though

they were a different sex. They have not, however, had the conviction, or opportunity, to actually

become trans-gendered. These are the ones who all too frequently assault women & girls in

restrooms & lockers. Using these terms incorrectly has allowed men with penises to enter areas

where men are not permitted.

The people who allow this are putting those girls & women at risk for these attacks. That is

unconscionable & they should be held as accomplices when there is an assault that they enabled.

It is important to hold them to their words & to stop them from using labels for people when those

labels cannot be proven. They love the idea of Social Justice where a simple accusation is

suAcient to gather a lynch type mob to destroy someone with NO PROOF. Proving someone guilty

before you lynch them is such a bother & not very emotionally satisfying. Social Justice destroys

Western civilization & a peaceful society though.

You cannot have a variety of ethnicities, religions, & other groups supporting a government that

does not give each of them equality under the same law agreed upon by all. When any group is not

equal, they are forced to Sght the others for self protection & that makes unity & peace impossible.

Words are important & proof of labels & insinuations are as well. Allowing government to label

citizens without due process is suicidal & asking for a dictatorship. Throwing around a label like

Insurrection before any investigation of facts to prove it should never have been allowed.

Imprisoning citizens with no proof of guilt is a dangerous thing to allow your government to do
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Ronald_H

Greebo, People have a variety of gifts among us. I'm weak on pack mentality, group think and

gregarious communicative language skills in the realm of assumptions and innuendo. Yet I have

strengths in pattern recognition. Being a hunter, I'm aware of different animalistic behaviors in

predators and prey, hunting alone or in packs or alert in herds, etcetera. As such, I've made many

observations of patterns among various categories of people compared to categories of animals. I

had a huge Rottweiler charge me from a distance.

All of its life experiences were all feared it, yet it turned and ran from me, ran past the others and

hid and that surprised everyone there who never saw that before! As I walked into my new job, they

asked: What did I do to provoke that response? I said: nothing - just smiled with sincerity. On

another occasion, the same happened with three gang members clanging pipes (plumbers, right?)

as our paths were about to meet at about 3 A.M. I smiled, they instantly Vash gang signals to each

other and ran away.

It's mysterious to me how both animal predators and human criminals have a well-developed sense

of prey or danger. I've given it much thought and it is as if they could read my mind. I've seen the

same pattern many times in my life. Nature is amazing! I watch a Vock of birds so dense they

darken the sky as they keep equal spacing and direction even as their seemingly randomly

direction is shifting that would make any Olympic Synchronized Swimmers jealous!

Are they playing follow the leader? Apparently not as they also shift direction 180 degrees, making

the last bird following the new leader? I've observed the same with schools of tiny Ssh that

certainly haven't been practicing for years to get it perfect. The patterns? Too numerous to list

here, but the socialists exhibit recognizable group patterns that similarly have cliquish group

behaviors that they can't individually explain yet they are very aware that they are part of their

group.
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Heimdall1

If someone wants to read how they get children there to do that garbage, here is an essay:

www.kevinalfredstrom.com/.../real-child-abuse  The only question one should ask is does it exist in

nature, if no then not. Same like faggots don't exist in nature and the mixing of dogs which started is

also not good, just like race mixing. It confuses the offspring because of not having any identity, but of

course that is easier to control .
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cralef

The change can't be complete without changing the X and\or Y chromosomes. Could mRNA do that?

Posted On 05/20/2023

 

nikkicavingrace

No

Posted On 05/20/2023
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sch3627

I just don’t care.
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